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Session Objectives
× Identify a variety of gross motor activities that 

can be implemented in the early childhood 
classroom.  

× Identify how to develop an implementation plan 
for the following school year.  

× Identify the benefits of addressing motor skills 
in the young learner.



https://padlet.com/lois_goodin/motor



“We adults take for granted how our bodies operate, and how 
the experiences of our bodies teach us to understand the world 
around us. The energy spent constructing a world of objects, 
sights, sounds, colors, shapes, dimensions and directions is 
enormous. Without the incredible and finely-tuned 
machine called our body, our brain would be at a loss 

to describe the world. Our ability to see, touch, 
feel, hear, move and control ourselves in 
relationship to the environment is the slate 
that academic learning is etched on. 

(Oden, A, 2006, Introduction).” 
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“Motor development is the leading role, with perception, 
cognition and social development playing supporting roles”
(Adolph, Tamis-Lemonda, & Karasik, 2010, p.270). 
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Asymmetrical Tonic neck Reflex  
ATNR
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Reflex Exercises

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFWb_x2GJR4
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Activities for Tactile Stimulation

1. Bed of Balls - roll over, cover body
2. Tactile tunnel
3. “Swim and Dry” - Commando crawl  

across room and rub arms and  legs  
with towel 

4. Buddy Roll ball on body, down arms 
and legs 

5. Finger roll on yourself
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Motor Planning
Process for motor 
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Overview of RBLM 
motor lab

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTDfc0FQV7Q




Upcoming Ready Bodies, Learning 
Minds 2 day seminars

× 7/31/17 & 8/1/17 - Bryan, Texas
× 8/14/17 & 8/15/17 - Hondo, Texas
× 11/7/17 & 11/8/17 - ESC 4

http://www.readybodies.com
http://www.readybodies.com


Thanks!
Any questions?
You can find me at
× @lagoodin
× lois.goodin@region10.org
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